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Hamaika neke, hamaika indar.
Sometimes, that which trembled in a darkened 
museum bursts into brilliance.

“Hamaika” means “eleven” in the Basque 
language and is also used for the indefinite 
“many”.

Hâmaïkà is a chamber piece which breaks up 
and emphasises 11 years of creative career; it is 
flexible and enhances the position of difference, 
gender and freedom. 

The choreographic work is powerful, but the 
language needs an expert gaze and this can 
only happen thanks to you.

hâmaikà..



Hâmaïkà plays with fiction and 
reality, in a less than serious way, 
pushing us to look. When fiction 
and reality mix, magic appears. 
Magic involves tricks, and the 
tricks, generally, are required to 
remain hidden because to show 
them is to break the illusion. But 
the illusion only breaks when 
imagination disappears.
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Cielo rasO is a dance company founded by the choreographer and 
dancer Igor Calonge in 2010 in the Basque Country, a territory 
with a strong identity in its cultural and artistic expression. 

This identity and its transformation towards contemporariness is 
the basis of the work of Cielo rasO which makes use of tradition, 
the strength of the body, resistance, primitive struggle, symbology 
and poetics to offer an ever-new physical language and a daring 
result.

Cielo rasO has also achieved its own outstanding style in the 
treatment of the stage. Its approach has won more and more 
recognition on the national scene. 18 creations have demonstrated 
the value of the intensity of the work.

Its productions have visited France, Italy, Poland, Brazil, Mexico, 
Argentina, Panama, Paraguay and Finland.

They have been continually selected in different networks, 
platforms, fairs and festivals, among others: Danza a Escena, 
Circuito de Red de Salas Alternativas de España, Catálogo Platea, 
Catálogo AECID, dFERIA , Regards Croisés, Fira Tàrrega, Mes de 
la Danza de Sevilla, Cadiz en Danza, Danza Gijón, FAM Tenerife, 
FIBA Buenos Aires, Cena Contemporânea Brasil, MID Festival 
Brasil, Filo Londrina, Brazil, Filte Bahía, Brazil, Crear en Libertad 
Paraguay, Prisma Panama, Black & White Finland Festival.

CielorasO



Donostia-San Sebastián 1974. After training 
as a dancer in different disciplines, he 
began his professional career dancing in 
diverse Spanish companies, such as: 
Provisional Danza, Cía. Daniel Abreu, Cía. 
Fernando Hurtado, Hojarasca Danza, 
Ciento Cincuenta Cuerdas. During this 
period, he continued training in prestigious 
Spanish and European schools. 
In 2001, with a wide-ranging career as a 
performer and as a manifesto of a 
favourable creative moment shared with 
different artists and collectives in the now 
defunct Arteleku Arts Centre in San 
Sebastián (a European reference point 
today), he began to create his own small 
format choreographies. 

In 2010, he created Cielo rasO to facilitate 
wider-ranging productions, as well as his 
work as a teacher which was, from very 
early on, given support by Dantzagunea, 
the Gipuzkoa Regional Government Dance 
Service, and the Department of Culture of 
the city of San Sebastián, DonostiKultura, as 
well as the Basque Government.

Igor
Calonge



Born in Hernani in 1994. After 
completing contemporary dance 
training at the Conservatorio 
Profesional de Danza de Burgos, she 
moved to Madrid. There she began 
to work with choreographers such as 
Jesús Rubio, Ana Erdozain, Amaya 
Galeote, and Chevi Muraday while 
she continued her training in 
different dance schools and 
workshops.
She is currently one of the dancers of 
the piece Metamorphoses by Back 
Productions, Las cosas se mueven 
pero no dicen nada by Poliana Lima 
and is part of Cielo rasO, dancing in 
Piedra and Hâmaïkà.

Ainhoa
Usandizaga



He began his career in Jaén. After 
spending three years training in 
different styles, he travelled to 
Madrid to continue his training at 
the Conservatorio Profesional de 
Danza Clásica Fortea. At the end of 
this classical training, he began 
another training period working for 
different contemporary dance 
choreographers. Following that year, 
he travelled to London and received 
training in different contemporary 
dance schools. He returned to 
Madrid in 2020 and joined Cielo 
rasO as a performer in Piedra and 
Hâmaïkà in 2021.

David
Candela



Dancer and creator. In 2016, she 
graduated from SEAD (Salzburg 
Experimental Academy of Dance) 
and since then has worked as a 
performer with different 
choreographers such as Willi Dorner, 
Zsuzsa Rozsavolgyi and the French 
company Ex Nihilo, with whom she 
continues to collaborate. In 2017, she 
founded La Súbita together with 
Laura Alcalà, a collective working in 
the fields of creation and community 
projects. In parallel, she maintains 
close links with her place of birth, 
Andorra, where in 2019 she founded 
the collective L’ERA alongside the 
musician David Font, focussing on 
the dialogue between performance 
creation and the popular culture of 
the country.

Emma
Riba



Born in Barcelona in 1993. He began 
his contemporary dance training in 
“Área, espai de dansa i creació” in 
Barcelona and moved to Rotterdam 
to study at Codarts, where he 
graduated in 2016. He has worked in 
the National Theater Mannheim and 
the Gerhart Hauptmann Theater 
Görlitz, both of which are German 
companies. In 2019, he decided to 
begin his career as a freelancer. 
During this new stage, he has 
worked with Ivgi&Greben in 
Amsterdam, Cie. Thor in Brussels 
and Cielo rasO in San Sebastián.

  oan
Ferré
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Sergio García was born in Madrid. He 
studied Fine Arts at the Complutense 
University in Madrid. Years later, he 
trained in stage lighting and sound in 
workshops such as “Workshop on 
Light and Sound Using Computers 
Iñaqui Juárez”, “Stage Lighting Course 
by Jaume Aiza” and “Stage Direction 
Course Inaem Community of Madrid”. 
Throughout his career, as well as 
working in several theatres in Madrid, 
he has carried out technical direction 
and lighting designs for different dance 
companies, such as: Cía. Daniel Abreu, 
Cía. Sharon Fridman, Cía Antonio Ruz, 
Cía Jesús Rubio, Cía Chevi Muraday, 
Cía Carmen Fumero and Cía Elías 
Aguirre among others. Since 2015, he 
has been at the helm of the technical 
direction of the festival CUERPO 
ROMO, and since 2019 he has also been 
in charge of the technical direction of 
the Paco Rabal Cultural Centre.

Sergio
García



“Each piece I imagine and work on, each sound or composition, 
has led me to the place where I later gather the complete work. It’s 
a treasure, a creative coup for which I was never educated, or 
taught, or learned about. Perhaps, in some way, I have achieved 
the most difficult part: to transform my way of playing as a child 
into something that is now full of light and action, and which is 
alive, even though it’s not carried out, and resides substantially in 
my memory.

Over the years I have learned to work with more and more 
intelligence and skill, which is what time gives you. Dedication 
and obstinacy are no problem when we are passionate about 
something, reminding us that we are capable of constructing 
beauty, ideas, emotions and landscapes through the body, which 
serves as a catalysing element for our dreams, hopes, misfortunes 
and failures.”

Igor Calonge
about his work



“From there we have briefly returned to the initial 
chaotic passages, and in the final scene the blind man’s 
stick has guided the group towards the feather 
abandoned by an angel, in an unforgettable scene of 
subliminal significance. A thousand thanks, Calonge, 
for so generously feeding our impoverished spirits with 
these images and metaphors.”

https://www.berria.eus/paperekoa/2134/031/001/2021-09-14/luma-galdu-baten-bila.htm

Agus Perez, 
Diario Berria 14/09/2021

In search of a lost feather 
“Strength, movement, energy and a simulation of 
existence from blindness. A blindness of the human 
being whose actions in life end up being pure repetition. 
Hamaika means eleven in Basque and is used to define 
the infinite, what happens a certain number of times, 
like in the sequences of this sensational production 
which has not gone unnoticed and which confirms the 
excellent creative trajectory of Igor Calonge and his 
company, Cielo rasO. We are grateful for his 
commitment to risk and creative vertigo”.

https://www.redescenica.com

José Vicente Peiró, 
Revista Red Escénica 5/11/2021 

Risk and Repetition 



“In a certain way, Igor Calonge (San Sebastián, 1974) is like a 
salmon. He swims against the current. A choreographer due to 
circumstances, he has modelled a different way of working with 
his company Cielo rasO. With great naturalness, he tells how, 
as a general rule, the ideas he brings to the studio for a new 
choreography never see the light of day and change into other 
things. And although a tacit rule states that one must celebrate 
the tenth anniversary, he throws himself into celebrating the 
eleventh. The proof is Hâmaïkà, the work which was premièred 
last year in the Basque Country and which will be presented 
today and tomorrow at the Sala Cuarta Pared in Madrid, 
opening its dance season MoverMadrid.”

https://elpais.com/espana/madrid/2022-01-07/el-coreografo-igor-calonge-lleva-la-poesia-a-escena.htm

Omar Khan, 
EL PAIS, 07/01/2022 

Choreographer Igor Calonge takes poetry to the stage

“Hamaika means eleven in the Basque language, but 
it is also a term used to express an indefinite 
quantity: for example, to speak about “lots of times” 
or something that is very far away… As the 
company is also celebrating its eleventh year in 
existence, this production is number eleven (in long 
format) and its première was on September 11th, I 
had no doubt about it.” However, Igor Calonge’s 
Hâmaïkà is written and presented in a customised 
manner, with several invented accents which seem 
to respond to that place, somewhere between fiction 
and reality, through which the work moves. “I 
wanted to disorientate the word in Basque and seek 
a parallel with something bigger than the language 
itself, to internationalise the meaning of hamaika 
and, above all, to play, which is what the piece 
proposes.”

https://www.revistagodot.com/todo-al-once/

Mercedes Caballero, 
Revista Godot, 03/01/2022

All at eleven



“In the beloved Sala Cuarta Pared, I saw Hâmaïkà, by the dance 
company Cielo rasO, directed by Igor Calonge, who has an 
eleven-year trajectory full of encounters, enquiries, changes of 
language, incursions into territories difficult to assimilate on 
first contact, with his searches converted into shows that are 
always interesting and disturbing, that open and close windows, 
small windows, doors, big doors, so he manages to position 
himself in a very exclusive way to write his stage proposals, each 
time with a different calligraphy, but drinking at the same time 
from the depth of convictions and techniques freely applied on 
each occasion. It is really a project in constant progress, although 
it is based on approaching a negation of the previous, as if that 
already achieved was only a memory, a step, a conquered 
territory which must be renamed and rebuilt based on other 
intuitions, other aesthetic and artistic objectives, which leads 
them to cause in each new work a kind of disorder which becomes 
a celebration in the end, as soon as all the keys are shown and all 
the pieces converging in the show fit together and ease the 
disturbance to become the enjoyment of a different kind of 
beauty.”

https://www.artezblai.com/de-cantidades-y-equilibrios/

Carlos Gil, 
Revista Artez, 10/01/2022

Of quantities and balance



“The dramatic and choreographic group interweaving marked by Igor Calonge, in which the movement of raising and falling is a visual 
mantra, complementary to the moments that mark their well-defined difference, blended by the light of Sergio García. The work of the four 
performers is of great beauty when they carry it out together, in pairs or individually, because Calonge has mastered the measurement of 
times and spaces. Hâmaïkà is a delicate piece, inspiring harmony. An excellent way to celebrate the company’s eleventh birthday. I hope 
they come back soon and more spectators can enjoy it, and I wish the piece a long life. When they come back, you can be sure I will go to 
see it again.”

https://revistatarantula.com/con-hamaika-la-compania-cielo-raso-celebra-su-11o-aniversario/

Luis Muñoz Díez, 
Revista Tarántula, 10/01/2022

The Cielo rasO company celebrates its eleventh anniversary with Hâmaïkà



Links

https://vimeo.com/605892732
Teaser

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmrG18JD_EU
Conversation
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